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In the summer

Finish the sentences - circle the right word and read aloud:

On my feet I wear Wellies Flip flops

I like to drink lemonade hot chocolate

The weather outside is hot freezing

It's nice to eat soup ice cream

It is good to wear a scarf sunglasses



I might go to the park

Who with?

At the park I will see:

a bed a see-saw a bench a pirate

a climbing frame a rollercoaster an elephant a roundabout

a sandpit flowers a swimming pool a slide

a lion a trampoline a bin a zipwire



At the park I play!

First... I

Then... I .

slide

swing

First... I

Then... I .

First... I sit on the seat

Then... I push my body up
see-saw



see-saw

see-saw

The ________ are red.

Think of 2 more things

that are red:

1. 2.

What is different?

Can you colour it

in to make the

same?



Finish the sentences with your adult

I like ice cream because ______________________________

My favourite ice cream is ____________________________________

Lemonade is _________________________________________________

The sun is ___________________ and ____________________

I wear suncream so ___________________________________

Playing outside makes me feel _______________________



Where are the children?

What is this?

What is the weather?

What will the children do next?



I want to build a sandcastle. What do I need?

I am too hot! What can I do?

hat spade water ball

bucket suncream sand flag

Put a jumper on Get a drink Paddle in the sea

Put a hat on Go under a sun umbrella Put a coat on

Ask an adult for help Step out of the sun Put suncream on



Ice cream is yummy!

In my bowl I have 3

ice cream flavours: chocolate, vanilla

and strawberry.

Make your own. Write your

flavours here: _______________________

________________________________________


